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by elmer c. bratt lehigh university i common - 1 david weintraub, ‘unemployment and increasing
productivity,” published in national re- detroit, michigan, december 29, 1938. 8owces committee technological
trends and national policy, june, 1937, pp. 67-87. 12 new lines of research on the question of full
employment - i refer first to kregel's paper on wages and unemployment where, following weintraub, he uses
a sophisticated non-neo-classical equili brium model to deal with this problem. an important feature of it is that
prices and quantities are both included as endogenous variables in the system. we are immediately reminded
of roncaglia's paper, wage and employment effects of a wage norm - ssrn - wage and employment
effects of a wage norm the polish transition experience1 alain de crombrugghe* and gregory de walque**
*department of economics, university of namur, rempart de la vierge 8, b-5000 namur, ... unemployment. in
1991 poland switched to the average wage of each ﬁrm as the reference. between 1992 and 1994 it slowly
dismantled ... money and employment - springer - 4 the role of productivity and thrift: a digression 22 5
some concluding remarks 23 appendix 25 2 the importance of the demand for finance 32 1 the fixity of output
case 32 2 credit rationing 35 3 the variable output case 36 4 the mechanics of finance 36 5 ex ante savings
and finance 37 6 conclusion 39 friedman, phelps, lucas and the natural rate of unemployment - papers,
that phelps was his true interlocutor in the natural rate of unemployment matter, instead of friedman. the next
section of this paper is devoted to the search of the origins of the natural rate of unemployment concept in
friedman (1968a) and phelps (1967, 1968), and also in their previous works. productivity from the
viewpoint of lighting companies in ... - weintraub (1937) developed measures of work productivity in
manufacturing companies. siegel (1940) introduced the concept of unit cost of labour in the measure of
productivity. tinbergen (1940) defined productivity as “the ratio between real output and the use of real
factors or inputs”. in 1950, the organisation for european economic selective bibliography of sidney
weintraub's academic work - sidney weintraub's academic work what follows does not pretend to be an
exhaustive listing of sidney weintraub's writings in economics. the last curriculum vitae that i saw of his, dated
1980, included in addition to his professional books and journal ... 'monopoly pricing and unemployment',
quarterly journal of econo ... technological change and u.s. productivity growth in the ... - technological
change and u.s. productivity growth in the interwar years ... was that high unemployment coincided with
stable or increasing real wages (see, e.g., ... 1931 and 1932 in weintraub ... a tax-based incomes policy
(tip): what's it all about? - weintraub, tip would he centered on a single wage guidepost established by the
government. 4 the ac-ceptable percentage wage increase could he set some-where between the average
increase in productivity throughout the economy (asserted to he around 3 per-cent) and some larger figure
which incorporates all or part of the current rate of inflation. wp 209 wage and employment effects of a
wage norm: the ... - high unemployment may feed undesirable unemployment persistence after a shock, as
has been observed in other european economies in the 1980™s (among others blanchard and summers,
1986). political economy arguments also plead for a low rate of unemployment to avoid that reformers would
be voted out (dewatripont and roland, 1992). repor t resumes - eric - since structural unemployment reflects
the lag of supply adjustments to demand, it is "identified" by its very persistence. it is further isolated by the
heavy incidence of unemployment in those industries, occupations, and regions. most affected, by change,
and by the increasing incidence of unemployment for those com- factors contributing to smes innovative
culture in punjab ... - factors contributing to smes innovative culture in punjab, pakistan: a pilot study rabia
salman ... innovative culture and its construct developed by rao & weintraub (2013). 60 questionnaires ... smes
to remove the unemployment, increase the output and productivity day by day (abouzeedan, 2011). ...
foreword - federal reserve bank of st. louis - dr. sidney weintraub of the university of pennsylvania,
presented his arguments for using the government s taxing authority in order to con - trol inflation. weintraub
disagreed with sprinkel regarding sole re - liance on monetary and fiscal policy solutions to inflation, stating
that a stable price level and minimal unemployment will elude us if plan to top in ation - brookings
institution - plan to top in ation ... about 9 percent to keep up with the cost of living and increasing productivity, while the government keeps increasing total spending in the econ- ... of productivity ... reinterpreting
the micro economic foundations for labor ... - reinterpreting the micro economic foundations for labor
market outcomes ingrid h. rima temple university the functioning of labor markets has not been an intellectual
priority among post-keynesians, even though the phenomenon of involuntary unemployment prompted the
development of the theory of aggregate effective demand. this may change if rising
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